
HERE FOR REARWARD POSITION (-1cm)

MIDDLE POSITION

HERE FOR FORWARD POSITION (+1cm)

MOUNTING BASEPLATES TO SKI

BISHOP 2.0 TELEMARK BINDING MANUAL

Ask ten tele skiers where to mount your bindings, and you may get ten different opinions. We think ski designers and manufacturers 
have a pretty good idea of where your boot and binding should go on their skis.  Nearly every modern ski has a recommended 
BOOT CENTER location. We feel that for optimum performance, the Bishop 2.0 should be mounted such that your telemark boot 
center should line up with the BOOT CENTER mark on the ski.

Your first step is to find the boot center mark on the ski.  This will usually be a line on the topsheet, or sometimes a mark on the 
sidewall. Some manufacturers will mark several different possible mount points, such as +1, -1, -2, “Freeride,” “Freestyle,” etc.  When 
in doubt, contact the manufacturer of your skis to clarify what the different mounts mean.  In general, mounting more forwards will 
make the ski initiate turns easier, be a little quicker in tight places, and better for park tricks. A ski mounted further back will be more 
stable at speed in larger radius turns, and less twitchy.  Some tele skiers find it easier to pressure the rear ski if the mount point is 
moved back slightly.  Consider your ski style and preferences, and when in doubt, use the manufacturer’s recommended line.

Don’t stress too much on the mounting position - your Bishop 2.0 bindings allow you to move the entire binding 1cm forward or 1cm 
back AFTER the binding has been mounted! (Check out the “Performance Adjustments” section)
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Line up the supplied template on the ski.  The BSL line corresponding to your boot should be lined up with the BOOT CENTER line on 
the ski.  Use the Ski Center Line and the numbered lines on the top and bottom of the template to ensure the template is centered 
on the ski by measuring from the line to both edges of the ski.  Tape the ends of the template to the ski to hold it in place.
TIP: cut a small hole or diamond in the template at your BSL line to make it easier to line up the template.

NOTE: we’ve included a CHORD CENTER line on the template for skis without a BOOT CENTER mark, or for those of you would like to 
use the old “pin line on chord center” method.  The chord center is determined by measuring the length of the ski from tip to tail, 
and marking the middle point of the ski (total length divided by 2).
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Thank you for purchasing the Bishop 2.0 Telemark Binding. We have designed and built this binding to offer top performance and durability. 
PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT BEFORE INSTALLATION AND USE.

Understand that telemark skiing and skiing in general is a hazardous sport. No matter how good or careful you are, you risk injury when you 
telemark ski. Please ski in control and obey the area’s responsibility code. Bishop Bindings LLC will not be liable for any direct or indirect 
injuries or damages caused by the use of this product.

The Bishop 2.0 Telemark Binding is NON-RELEASABLE. In the event of a crash or loss of control they will NOT RELEASE.

Tape measure
Tape
Hammer
Center Punch
Pen or Marker

Chamfering Bit or Large Drill
Drill Stop
#3 Pozidrive Screw Driver
Wood Glue
3.5mm or 9/64” Drill (Alpine Step Drill is best)

Tools Needed:

If you are not comfortable drilling into your own skis and mounting your bindings, 
please go to your local ski shop and have an experienced ski tech do this for you. 

FIT THE BOOT:

The following steps are much easier to perform with the 
boot by itself and not on the hill with the foot of a super 
stoked skier in the boot.

Remove the conical FLAT HEAD SCREW from the SOLE 
BLOCK. Place the boot firmly into the TOE BAIL making sure 
it is all the way forward. 

The Bishop 2.0 is NOT AMBIDEXTROUS, there is a right and 
left binding which is marked on the KNUCKLE of each 
binding with an "L" and "R", and also indicated by the 
BLACK spacer on the THRU AXLE that should be on the 
outside side of each binding: the Left side of the Left 
binding, and the Right side of the Right binding. (See 
diagram in “Main Pivot Position” section below).

Place the heel of the boot onto the SOLE BLOCK and then 
slide the entire SOLE BLOCK ASSEMBLY forward until the end 
of the HEEL CLIP just touches the back of the boot. Remove 
the boot (be careful not to move the SOLE BLOCK) and 
then re-install the FLAT HEAD SCREW and tighten down with 
a 5mm HEX KEY. 

INSTALL TOP RAIL:

Slide the RAIL NUT into the channel of the 
BASE RAIL.

Snap the CLIMBING WIRE into the TOP RAIL, 
making sure that it is installed in the proper 
position. See images on the right.

Place the TOP RAIL with CLIMBING WIRE over 
the BASE RAIL and make sure the hole at the 
end of the TOP RAIL lines up with the RAIL 
NUT in the BASE RAIL. Insert the SOCKET 
SCREW and WASHER into the TOP RAIL and 
screw it into RAIL NUT. Do not tighten it down 
yet, allow the TOP RAIL to slide back and 
forth.

MOUNT BINDING TO BASEPLATE: 

Place the TOE BLOCK onto the BASEPLATE and line up the holes with the 
threaded holes in the BASEPLATE. Install the supplied (4) M6-12mm 
SOCKET SCREWS through the TOE BLOCK and into the BASEPLATE. 

TIP: Before tightening the (4) SCREWS down make sure the REAR CASE is 
sitting firmly on the front section of the TOP RAIL. This will automatically 
make sure the entire binding is perfectly lined up with the ski. NOW 
tighten down the (4) SCREWS. Use the supplied 5mm HEX KEY.
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BASE RAIL

INSERT

TOP RAIL

M6-12mm 
SCREW/WASHER

(4) M6-12mm 
SOCKET SCREW

MOUNTING BINDING AND BOOT FITTING

ADJUST THE TOP RAIL:

VERY IMPORTANT! Do not skip this step. The TOP RAIL is a unique performance feature of the Bishop 2.0 binding. It maintains constant forward 
pressure on the binding every time your heel is down, adding to the high performance and force transfer of this binding.

When all other adjustments are made (or if they are changed), this adjustment can be made. It will always be the last thing you do. Install 
your boot into the binding. With the boot and binding in the down position (flat on ski), loosen the TOP RAIL SOCKET SCREW and slide the TOP 
RAIL forward until it stops. You will know it is there because if you go any further, the boot/binding will start to lift up. Now tighten down the 
SOCKET CAP SCREW in the TOP RAIL.

If you make ANY other adjustment on the binding or fit the binding to a different boot, you MUST make this adjustment again. 

You are now ready to use and enjoy the Bishop 2.0 Telemark binding. However, proceed to the “PERFORMANCE 
ADJUSTMENTS” section to learn more about ways to customize the binding for the way you like to ride.

The Bishop 2.0 Telemark Binding is warranted by Bishop Bindings LLC, to be free from defects in workmanship and materials to the original 
purchaser for a period of THREE YEARS from the date of purchase. In the event of a defect in workmanship or materials covered by this 
warranty, Bishop Bindings will either repair or replace the defective components at its option, at no cost to the Purchaser except for 
transportation and shipping charges. Warranty does not cover finish, fading, or normal wear. The warranty does not cover stripped or 
damaged screw heads or threads. The warranty does not cover bindings that have been abused, run over by your car, or misused in 
any way. Please contact us BEFORE sending your product in for warranty. You will need to include your proof of purchase. ANY ATTEMPT BY 
THE PURCHASER TO REPAIR OR MODIFY THE BISHOP 2.0 TELEMARK BINDING WILL VOID THE WARRANTY.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. Some states do not allow 
limitations on how long implied warranties last and some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential 
damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you.

Except to the extent specified in this warranty, BISHOP BINDINGS LLC EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ANY OTHER OBLIGATIONS 
OF BISHOP BINDINGS LLC. BISHOP BINDINGS LLC AUTHORIZES NO OTHER PERSON TO ASSUME FOR IT ANY LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
SALE OR USE OF THE BISHOP 2.0 TELEMARK BINDING.

BISHOP BINDINGS LLC LIABILITY UNDER THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT BE EFFECTIVE OR ACTIONABLE UNLESS THE BISHOP 2.0 TELEMARK BINDING 
IS USED AND MAINTAINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED IN THIS BOOKLET. IN NO EVENT SHALL BISHOP BINDINGS LLC 
BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTS OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

LIMITED THREE YEAR WARRANTY

Like any piece of high performance gear, the Bishop 2.0 Telemark binding 
needs a little love now and then. 

After the first day on the Bishop 2.0, we do recommend that you go 
through it and re-tightening ALL the fasteners. All mechanical devices 
“settle” after first being used. Check all the fasteners and ski screws for 
tightness at regular intervals.

DO NOT over tighten the TUBE PLUGS, the force from the TUBE SPRINGS 
keeps them in place. Over tightening them could damage the MAIN 
TUBES. Put a little grease on the threads and just SNUG it down.

At the end of the day, make sure to store the skis/bindings vertically so that 
the melting snow can exit the MAIN TUBES via the holes in the TUBE PLUGS. 
Like any gear, leaving them outdoors, overnight can lead to ice-up issues 
the next morning.

The KNUCKLE and REAR CASE of the Bishop 2.0 are serviceable and can 
have the bushings replaced if excessive wear is detected. Please contact 
us on how you can have this done.

This diagram shows the key maintenance points on the Bishop 2.0:

Manufactured by:   
BISHOP BINDINGS LLC

P.O. Box 2185
Edwards, CO 81632, USA

Phone: 970-306-6123  Fax: 970-306-0685
E-mail: info@bishopbindings.com

www.bishopbindings.com

When adjusting the binding on the hill, take the time to clean out ALL the snow and ice from the 5mm sockets found on all the fasteners. Not doing 
so may result in stripping the socket.

While carrying your skis the bindings pivot freely and can mouse trap your fingers or give you a good whack in the head. To keep this from 
happening, and to look way cooler, use a Ski/Binding Strap around the skis and bindings, or clip the Safety Leashes from one binding around the 
other one. Please avoid looking like a gaper when carrying the Bishops. You are better than that.

To increase your overall enjoyment and mood, Bishop Bindings LLC has integrated a beverage bottle opener on the HEEL CLIP of the Bishop 2.0. 
Please be responsible, and share with friends.

Accessories available at your local Bishop Dealer and at www.bishopbindings.com

   2nd Ski Kit 
   Safety Leash - Ankle Type
   Ski/Binding/Everything Strap
   Binding Butter - Low temp grease
   Hats, T-shirts, etc

MAINTENANCE

TIPS AND TRICKS

Small amount of 
thread-Lock
on threads Water proof

Low Temperature
Grease (BINDING BUTTER) 

on shoulder of bolt
and on THRU AXLE

Lightly coat with water
proof low temperature 
grease. DO NOT PACK
springs with grease.

The Bishop 2.0 Telemark binding has three main adjustments that will allow you to customize feel and performance.
We highly recommend taking the time to experiment with some or all of these adjustments.

The TOE BLOCK of the binding has three sets of mounting holes. Moving the binding forward or rearward (1cm) from the middle set can greatly 
affect how your skis feel and perform. A more forward position can allow the skis to initiate turns more quickly, and a more rearward position can 
feel more stable at high speeds. Just remove the (4) M6-12mm SOCKET SCREWS, reposition the binding, and then reinstall the screws. Play with it.

This also can be used to bring the boot back to the same spot on the ski if you make adjustments to the MAIN PIVOT position (see "Main Pivot 
Position" below). Don’t forget to readjust the TOP RAIL to match this new binding position (”Mounting Binding and Boot Fitting” section, step #4).

PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENTS

This is the big daddy adjustment. This one single adjustment will greatly affect the feel of your Bishop 2.0 bindings. We do not recommend making 
this adjustment on the hill, as you will likely lose some components in the snow. Our philosophy is to find a setting that works for you under most 
conditions, and stick with that.

Remove the THRU AXLE from the TOE BLOCK by inserting a 5mm hex wrench into both of the AXLE SCREWS, holding one still and unscrewing the other 
screw (it doesn’t matter which one loosens). Remove the TOE BAIL assembly, being careful not to rotate the LUGS or lose any parts.  Move the 
KNUCKLE to the desired pivot position and then re-install the THRU AXLE as shown below.
 
You must put a dab of removable thread-lock on the AXLE SCREW threads, and a bit of water proof grease on the THRU AXLE (Binding Butter - see 
our website to purchase). Make sure to tighten down the AXLE SCREWS and check these periodically for tightness.

Now, some of you might have already figured out that by moving the THRU AXLE you are also moving the boot fore and aft as well. You can offset 
this affect by taking advantage of the “Binding Position on Ski” adjustment described up top. For example, say to run the THRU AXLE in the #3 
position (rear) you are now moving your boot back 1 cm relative to the ski. So moving the entire binding forward one setting on  the SUBPLATE will 
offset this and put you back in the same spot. Play with it.

Don’t forget to readjust the TOP RAIL to match this new binding position (”Mounting Binding”  section, #4).

BINDING POSITION ON SKI

MAIN PIVOT POSITION

(2X) AXLE SCREW

TOE BAIL

TOE BLOCK

THRU AXLE

TOE LUG

#1 #2 #3

PIVOT POSITION PERFORMANCE

#1 / FORWARD

#2 / MIDDLE

#3 / BACK

Very “neutral” feeling binding. Boot bellows break earlier
and ski tip pressure is minimized with boot bellow compressed
Some people like this in deep powder with narrower skis 
and it can also be used for touring to make climbing easier

Medium breaking of the boot bellows from the binding and
medium ski tip pressure with boot bellow compressed. 
Recommended starting point.

Maximum breaking of the bellows from the binding and 
maximum ski tip pressure for carving and control. 
Resort skiing with optimized down hill performance. 

BASE RAIL NUT

CLIMBING WIRE

REAR CASE

REAR CASE SITS INTO
TOP RAIL HERE

TOP RAIL

PUSH HEEL CLIP 
FORWARD UNTIL JUST 
TOUCHING THE BOOT

HEEL
CLIP

PUSH TOP RAIL 
FORWARD UNTIL 

IT STOPS

CLOSE THE GAP!

TIGHTEN DOWN
SOCKET SCREW

NO GAP!
TOP RAIL WILL STOP
ON REAR CASE

Beverage Opener

INCORRECT CLIMBING WIRE INSTALL CORRECT CLIMBING WIRE INSTALL
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Measure the length of the sole of your boot, from the TIP of the duckbill toe (NOT the pin line) to the BACK of the heel.  This number, in 
millimeters, is your Boot Sole Length (BSL).

Next, take a look at the supplied template. If you printed the template from a file make sure it is at 100% scale. Now, see the series 
of lines in the center with numbers ranging from 270 to 360?  Find the line closest to your measured BSL.

Small amount of 
thread-Lock
on threadsThere are two spring configurations possible for the Bishop 2.0, "Performance" and "Tour".  Each one will affect the amount of heel retention and 

force the binding puts on your boot.  In other words, the amount of resistance you feel from the binding when you flex the boot bellows.

To change the TUBE SPRINGS, remove the TUBE PLUGS (5mm Hex Key) and then remove the TUBE SPRINGS. Before inserting the TUBE SPRINGS make 
sure to lightly coat them in a water proof, low temperature grease like the "Binding Butter" that is for sale on our website. Make sure the SPRING PLUG 
is in place (see picture) when reinstalling the springs. Reinstall the TUBE PLUGS being VERY careful to align the threads before applying force. DO NOT 
over tighten these TUBE PLUGS, the tension from the springs acts like a spring washer and keeps them in place. Over tightening them could damage 
the TUBES. Put a little of the same grease on the threads and just SNUG it down.

PERFORMANCE mode uses both TUBE SPRINGS installed. This is what we recommend and how the binding comes when purchased.  To change to 
TOUR mode, simply remove one of the TUBE SPRINGS and reinstall both TUBE PLUGS with only one TUBE SPRING installed.  This will not negatively affect 
the binding in any way - although we think it may negatively impact your freeheel technique.

CHANGEABLE SPRING FORCE

TUBE SPRINGS

SPRING PLUGS

TUBE PLUGS

Use Springs Characteristics

PERFORMANCE

TOUR 1 Spring

2 Springs

Medium forward boot pressure and heel retention. 
Touring and “old school” tele technique. “Poodling”

RECOMMENDED. Maximum forward boot pressure and 
heel retention.  Resort/performance skiing.

LEFT BINDING SHOWN:

SMALL WHITE INSIDE
SPACER

LARGE BLACK 
OUTSIDE
SPACER

MAIN TUBES

SPRING WASHER

P/N 1020 R03

What you are looking for is a good strong “snap” from the HEEL CLIP 
as it engages on the boot, but not so tight that it is hard to get into 
the binding.

TOE BLOCK

When you drill the holes they should look nice and flush with the top of the ski. However, when the screws get installed, the top sheet 
may bulge up (”volcano effect“) and can cause problems with the binding laying flat on the ski. You should bevel (”chamfer“) the 
edge of the hole with a CHAMFER tool. In a pinch, you can use a large drill (1/4” or 3/8”) and use the tip of this drill. Don’t go crazy, just 
a small shallow bevel is all you need.
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The Bishop BASEPLATE can be mounted to your skis with up to EIGHT (8) ski screws. We recommend SIX (6) ski screws per plate, with the 
option of adding the two screws marked OPTIONAL if you want the most rock solid attachment. It is possible to use a G3 or Black 
Diamond jig to help drill the holes (check out our website or call for more information).

Using a CENTER PUNCH or NAIL, punch the mounting hole center marks      (8-10 per ski). Remove the template. Drill all holes 
3/8”(9.5mm) deep. These holes MUST be at least this deep or the screws may dimple the base of the ski. Conversely, check to make 
sure your ski is at least 1cm thick where the screws will be placed. Especially at the BASE RAIL location. If your ski is not thick enough, 
you will need to grind down the screw and reduce your drill depth. 

WARNING: use a STEP DRILL, drill stop or, in a pinch, wrap tape around the DRILL at the proper depth and use this as a visual guide 
ONLY, as the tape will not stop you drilling a hole through your ski. Holes in the bottom of your skis are bad.
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BASEPLATE

BASE RAIL
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Put a good amount of WOOD GLUE into each hole. Use a small nail or paper clip to work the glue into the holes. Wipe any excess glue 
from the top sheet of the ski.
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Place BASEPLATE and BASE RAIL onto ski and line up the holes on each part with the drilled holes on the ski. Insert the supplied SKI 
SCREWS (13mm long) and tighten them down with a #3 POSIDRIVE screw driver. Check these screws for tightness every 10-15 ski days, 
as they can loosen if not properly placed and with use.


